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There's still some very interesting surplus out there,
interesting in terms of price and what you can do with
the gear. WDBDAS points out a bargain shortwave
•
receIver.
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Many amateurs would really like to
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have a compact, sensitive. stable. ganer-

""'"

al-coveraqe receiver in their shack but
relatively few are willing 10 pay the price
for the digital dreams offered today . An
alternative is to scour the hamfests and
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auctions in search of an older receiver of
the National, Hammarlund, or Halucratt-

ers variety and risk straining your back
carrying it to the carl In addition, these
battleships rarely survive the lest of time
(or misguided alignment tools) and usually require work to be put into service.
In my case, my pocket has never been

tull enough to afford any of the new receivers, but my shack has provided a
berth for quite a number of the old battleships. In spite of the blood, sweat, and
tears shed over the old commercial rigs,
they truly can't compare to the one reo
ceiver 1enjoy the most: the U.S. Army Sig·
nal Corps Radio Receiving Set ANIGRR-5.
The ANfGRR-5 is a mobile radio receiver that was used for tactical communications by the U.S. Army and Ai r Forc e In
the 1950s and 60s. It covers the frequency range from 1.5 to 18 MHz and Is
capable of copying a.m., s.s.b., and c .w.
signals. The front view of the receiver is
shown in fig. 1.
The ANIGRR-5 is actually composed of
two main assemblies: the RT-1741URR
receiver and the PP-3081URR power supply. These are fitted into a water-tight
cabinet (which, of course, has its own
designation: CY-615/URR) and lnterconnecteo by means of a cable in the case.
While I personally have never tried it, legend says that this set will float quite well if
"accidentally" dropped into a lake or
stream. There aren't many Halllcratters
or Nationals that can make that claim I
Since this receiver was made to operate with a whip al1ixed to the top of the
case, or at best a pull-out reel antenna,
sensitivity was a must in the design of this
set, and sensitive it isl The r.t. gain control is perhaps the most important control
on the receiver in thi~ world of high-power
transmitters and good propagation. A
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Fig. 1- Front-view drawings of the AN!GRR·5 receiver combination.
hand on the gain will make up tcr the lack
of automatic gain control. and the extra
sensitivity often will make the difference
when trying to copy Radio lower Slombovia or a military transport over the Pacific Ocean.
The ANIGRR-5 tunes continuously or

on ten preset Irequencies. The frequency
range is divided into four bands: 1.5 to 2.7
MHz, 2.7 to 5 MHz,S to 9.5 MHz, and 9.5
to 18 MHz. If you've never had the oooortunity to tune the dial outside 01 the amateur bands, you're missing some of the
most exciting action there is. As I write
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this, I'm monitoring McDill Air Force
Base on 11 .246 MHz, and a little later I'll
tune doNn and listen to the Princess
lines (of "love Boat" fame) for some
quite amazing phone patches.
Some of the other features of the
GRR-5 are a 200 kHz calibrator, a wide
choice of power-supply operating voltages, and practically drift-free operation-amazing for a tube receiver. In less
than a minute the receiver is on frequency to stay. I can tune-in a single sideband
station, set the b.to. for nice audio, and
listen for an hour without retuning. The
1.5 volt filaments in the tubes generate
on ly a small amount of heat, and the sealed cabinet tends to keep the internal
components at a constant lemperature.
The PP-308/URR power supply is quite
interesting as well. II was designed to
supply the 90 volts and 1.5 volts 10 operate the RT-174/URR and to house Ihe
loudspeaker. Power input to the set can

be any of the following: 115 volts a.c., 6
volts d.c., 12 volts d.c., 24 volts d.c., or
dry cell batteries (90 and 1.5 volts c.c).
See fig . 2 for input connections. The
PP-308 makes the set quite versatile and
fun, especially if you haul the receiver into the wilds and operate with the receiver
atop a pile of dirt and power supplied by
batteries. At ou r last Field Day site the
Sunday morning c.w. crew was awakened by the beautiful strains of "Waltzing
Matilda" on RadioAustralia (thanks to the
GAR-5 and convenient pile of dirt)1
Al l this considered, the GAR-5 still
would not be such an amazing receiver If
it were not for one factor: the price. The
AN/GRR-5 is usually priced In the $20.00
range at hamfests, and quite a few are
floating around. The Fair Radio Sales
Company (P.O. Box 1105, Uma, OH
45802) at one time offered the AN/GRR-5
receiver/power-supply combination for
$49.50, but the 1982 catalog listed the
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Fig. 2- Powerconnections for the RT-174
receiver and PP·308 power supply.
power supply as unavailable and the
RT-174 receiver for sale at $18.95. I don't
bel ieve I've ever seen such a nice generat-coverage receiver for such a low price.
Of course, if you purchased the receiver alone, a power supply would be necessary . One alternative is 10 obtain the
power supply offered by Fair Radio; It allows operation on 115 volts a.c. only and
contains a loudspeaker. II is offered for
$30.00 and would probably do the job. A
more economical solut ion would be to
build a supply from junk-box parts. Since
the RT-174 requ ires only two voltages for
operation, the supply would be fairly simple to construct. The audio and power
connections are made through an f t -ptn
connector on the rear of the chassis. This
connector Is also available from Fair Radio should you choose to buy the receiver
alone, but the supply could Justas well be
wired directly to the RT-174. The arrangement of the pins is shown in fig. 2.
Once you get the set In coeratlon. the
question Of antennas ar ises. Successful
reception can be had with just 10 feet at
wire strung around the room, since the
GRR-5 has amazing sens itivity. For the
die-hard operator, an outdoor antenna Is
the way to go, but it Is important to remember to ride the r.I. gain control 10
keep the receiver from overloading. A
good policy is to keep Ihe a.t, gain set
midrange and use the r.t, gain to set the
sensitivity.
Overall, the GRR-5 receiving set is
quite a nice general-eoverage receiver
for casual tuning around the shortwave
bands. It would make a nice receive r to
begin exploring the world of radio outside
the amateur bands and an interesting
conversation piece for the shack. AI
$18.95 or so you can't go wrong. One
thing to watch for : you might catch the
" g reen fever" and become addicted to
these old moisture- and fungusi>rotected
radios. I hope your family can stand i1l OOI
s.y yO\! s.w II In CO

